
GMVLB	Board	Meetings	through	December	2018	
Meetings	fall	on	the	first	Thursday	of	each	month.	

	
2017	
September	7,	2017	at	5pm	
October	5,	2017	at	1pm	
November	2,	2017	at	5pm	
December	7,	2017	at	1pm	
	
2018	
January	4,	2018	at	5pm	
February	1,	2018	at	1pm	
March	1,	2018	at	5pm	
April	5th,	2018	at	1pm	
May	3,	2018	at	5pm	
June	7,	2018	at	1pm	
July	5,	2018	at	5pm	
August	2,	2018	at	1pm	
September	6,	2018	at	5pm	
October	4,	2018	at	1pm	
November	1,	2018	at	5pm	
December	6,	2018	at	1pm	
	
It	has	been	suggested	to	use	the	Thursday	before	(4th	Thursday)	to	schedule	
committee	meetings.				
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L. B. Berdan & Co., Inc.
5060 State Route 30, Suite 1, P.O. Box 68

Schoharie, New York 12157
Telephone:  518-295-7708

Fax:   518-295-7459
E-mail: lberdan@midtel.net

Leonard B. Berdan, MAI                                                                                    Real Estate Appraisals,
           - President -                                                                                          Counseling and Research 

                             September 28, 2017 

Karl Gustafson, Board Chair
Greater Mohawk Valley Land Bank, Inc.
26 West Main Street, PO Box 69
Mohawk, NY 13407-0069
Via e-mail

Re: Appraisal Report
  27 Hancock Street, State Route 5S

Village of Fort Plain
Montgomery County, New York State
SBL #46.54-2-20 and 46.14-1-38 

 
Dear Mr. Gustafson:

Pursuant to your request,  I have made an inspection of the above-captioned property and
have made a study of conditions affecting its value.  I do not have any present or prospective interest
in this property.  This report is for collateral valuation purposes.

This report has been prepared subject  to the Code of Ethics and Standards of Professional
Practice of the Appraisal Institute. This report summarizes my findings.

By reason of this investigation and by virtue of my experience, it is my opinion that the
market supports a value of: $27,500  ( TWENTY SEVEN THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED
DOLLARS) as of September 20, 2017, the effective date of valuation.

This opinion of value assumes there are no environmental problems or hazardous materials
affecting the property. 

The property was inspected and the report prepared by Leonard B. Berdan, MAI.  Your
attention is directed to the attached report which summarizes the basis of this opinion of value.

 
   

Very truly yours,
L. B. Berdan & Co., Inc.

Leonard B. Berdan, MAI
State Certified General Appraiser
No. 46008902
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CERTIFICATE
Certification:
The undersigned does hereby certify that to the best of my knowledge and belief:

l. I have made a personal inspection of the property that is the subject of this report.
2    I have no present or prospective interest in the real estate that is the subject of this appraisal 

   report, and I have no personal interest or bias with respect to the parties involved.
3.    To the best of my knowledge and belief the statements of fact contained in this appraisal report, 

  upon which the analysis, opinions and conclusions expressed herein are based, are true and   
  correct.

4.   My compensation is not contingent upon the reporting of a predetermined value or direction 
    in value that favors the cause of the client, the amount of the value estimate, the attainment 
   of a stipulated result, or the occurrence of a subsequent event.

5.   This appraisal report sets forth all of the limiting conditions (imposed by the terms of my      
   assignment or by the undersigned) affecting the analysis, opinions and conclusions contained 
   in this report.

6.    This appraisal report has been made in conformity with and is subject to the requirements of 
  the Code of Professional Ethics and Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice of the         
  Appraisal Institute.

7.    The analysis, conclusions, and opinions concerning real estate that are set forth in this appraisal 
   report was prepared by me.  No one provided significant real property appraisal assistance to 
   the person signing this certification.

8.    As of the date of this report, I have not completed the requirements of the continuing education 
    program of the Appraisal Institute.

9.    This appraisal is not based on requested minimum valuation, specific valuation, or the approval 
   of a loan.

10.    I certify that the use of this report is subject to the requirements of the Appraisal Institute      
         relating  to review by its duly authorized representatives.
11.    The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported assumptions 

  and limiting conditions and are my personal, impartial, and unbiased professional analyses,   
  opinions and conclusions.                                             

12.    I have performed no services, as an appraiser or in any other capacity, regarding the property 
  that is the subject of this report within the three-year period immediately preceding acceptance 
  of this assignment.

                                                                                   

                                                     

                                                      
                                             Leonard  B. Berdan, MAI

N.Y.S. Certified General Appraiser
No. 46008902
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IDENTIFICATION OF THE SUBJECT PROPERTY
The subject consists of the fee simple interest in a property located at street address 27 Hancock

Street, Village of Fort Plain, Montgomery County, New York State.  Hancock Street is also State
Route 5S.  The property is a combination of two adjoining tax map parcels, SBL #46.54-2-20 and
46.14-1-38 .  These two adjoining properties are under single ownership, reputed to be William and
Linda McDuffee. These two properties will be appraised herein as a single entity consistent with
their ownership and use and as per discussions with the client.  The building at the property is a
former four bay car wash.   No legal description was provided by the client.  There have been no
sales of the property within the last five years.  The property is  on the market with an asking price
of $29,000.  The property had been listed for $59,000.   The broker indicated there has been only
nominal interest in the property. The fee simple title to the property is appraised herein; this appraisal
does not include any movable equipment or supplies.  The car wash had been operated under the
name “Barton’s Bubbles.” 

Subject Photo, 9/15/2017

PURPOSE OF THE APPRAISAL
The purpose of the appraisal is to provide an opinion of the fair market value of the fee simple

title to the subject real property, as of September 20, 2017, the last date of inspection.   The appraisal
report is prepared to assist the client with evaluating this asset for possible purchase.   The report is
prepared for the Greater Mohawk Valley Land Bank, Inc.,  the client.  The intended user is the client. 
This report is not intended to be used or relied upon by any other person or entity.  
SCOPE OF THE APPRAISAL

The appraiser was contacted by Tolga Morawski, of the Greater Mohawk Valley Land Bank, Inc.,
to prepare this appraisal. The intended use of this report is to assist the client with evaluating this
asset for possible purchase.  The property was inspected on September 15 and again on September
20, 2017.  The appraiser had contacted the listing broker, Junell  Pasquerelli.  The owners would not
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discuss the property with the appraiser.  The building was measured and photographed.  No survey
was available; the tax map is relied upon herein for property size and approximate boundaries.   The
client has requested the property be appraised  “as is”.  The Sales Comparison Approach is the only
reliable valuation method for this type of property and is relied upon herein. The Income Approach
is not applicable.  The Cost Approach is not reliable.  This report summarizes my findings; more
complete data and analysis is retained in my files.  The opinion of value rendered herein does not
include any movable equipment.

The Village of Fort Plain and nearby areas were researched for comparable sales.   Sufficient
sales were found, analyzed and utilized herein to arrive at a credible opinion of market value.  The
most pertinent information regarding this assignment are presented in this report in a summarized
fashion. 
MARKETING PERIOD

The value arrived at herein is predicated upon a marketing period of eighteen months or less. 
This is the typical marketing period for this type of property in this location as per discussions with
area real estate brokers.  An exposure period of 18 months is assumed herein.
DEFINITIONS OF VALUE, INTEREST APPRAISED, AND OTHER PERTINENT TERMS

The definition of market value taken from the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal
Practice of the Appraisal Foundation, as defined by regulations of the Office of the Comptroller of
the Currency and as adopted by FIRREA, is as follows:

“The most probable price which a property should bring in a competitive and
open market under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller, each
acting prudently and knowledgeably, and assuming the price is not affected by undue
stimulus.  Implicit in this definition is the consummation of a sale as of a specified
date and the passing of title from seller to buyer under conditions whereby:

1. Buyer and seller are typically motivated;
2. Both parties are well informed or well advised, and acting in what they consider their

best interests;
3. A reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market;
4. Payment is made in terms of cash in United States dollars or in terms of financial

arrangements comparable thereto; and
5. The price represents the normal consideration for the property sold unaffected by special

or creative financing or sales concessions granted by anyone associated with the sale.”

SPECIAL ASSUMPTIONS
This report assumes there are no environmental problems on the property.   Containers of

chemical type liquids were observed in the utility room of the subject property and there are floor
drains evident.  There is potential for environmental contamination and hazardous materials on the
premises.  The appraiser is not qualified to detect hazardous materials.  An environmental
assessment is recommended to ascertain such matters.
LOCATION,  MARKET SUMMARY AND TRENDS

The subject is situated in Montgomery County, Village of Fort Plain, on the south side of the
Mohawk River.  

Upstate New York west of the Hudson River Valley continues to lose population as per
recent  census projections.  Manufacturing jobs continue to decline and high taxes are cited as
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reasons for out migration in 2015 - 2017.   Upstate New York west of Albany continues to
experience general economic malaise.  The Canajoharie Beechnut food processing plant closed seven
years ago, having been replaced by a new plant in Amsterdam.  The Remmington Gun Company
plant in Illion, Herkimer County,  laid  off  workers a few years ago.  These factors highlight the
continuing decline of manufacturing jobs in the central Mohawk Valley.  However, Amsterdam is
becoming a distribution hub and Dollar General just announced it is constructing a new regional
distribution center that will employ upwards of 450.  A large state supported computer components
manufacturing facility in Utica has had a rocky start and lost its primary tenant dealing a blow to the
Utica area.  

  The subject is located in the mid Mohawk Valley in Montgomery County.  The Canajoharie
Beechnut food processing plant is being torn down but the developer abandoned the remainder to
the County for back taxes.  The Villages of Canajoharie, Fort Plain, Nelliston, Palatine Bridge and
St. Johnsville have limited shopping and employment.  More extensive shopping and employment
is available easterly in the cities of Amsterdam, Johnstown and Gloversville.  However, the State
Route 5 commercial strip situated between Palatine Bridge and Nelliston is growing as a commercial
center anchored by a Price Chopper supermarket, a new hardware store and a large group of auto
dealerships.  This commercial strip on State Route 5 is on the north side of the Mohawk River.

The subject is located in the west central part of Montgomery County in the Village of Fort
Plain. The Village of Fort Plain is on the south side of the Mohawk River and had a population of
2,322 in 2010 and an estimated population in 2016 of 2,229.  The village appears to be slowly losing
population.  There is a central business district in the village, about five blocks long.  Most retail
business has moved to the Route 5 highway north of the Mohawk River.  There are many
commercial vacancies on Main Street and vacant upper floor apartments.  The village has
experienced a series of floods over the last twenty years and has had a difficult time attracting
business.  A Stewart’s convenience store has expanded after the acquisition of some adjoining
parcels.  Several business properties are for sale in the village.  An influx of Amish type farmers and
trades people in surrounding rural areas has helped some businesses in the village.   There is a
Thruway, I-90, interchange in the nearby Village of Canajoharie.

Hancock Street is at the eastern end of the village and is also State Route 5S.  It is two lanes
and one of the primary entrances to the village.  It is hemmed in by the New York State Thruway to
the north and a steep hillside to the south.  It is lined by one, two and three family residences on the
south side and a mixture of small commercial and residential uses on the north side.  Many structures
evidence considerable wear and tear.  There are sidewalks along the south side of the street and
village water and sewers are available, along with natural gas.  Small commercial uses on Hancock
Street include some small restaurants, a liquor store, a lumber yard, a vacant former “Elms”
restaurant and a vacant former car wash.  This is a secondary commercial location that has been
eclipsed by newer commercial uses in Palatine Bridge and Nelliston across the river.  Hancock Street
becomes State Route 5S which runs easterly to the Village of Canajoharie three miles easterly. 

There has been a marked decrease in small village lot prices in Fort Plain from the 2005-2008
bubble to 2017.  A vacant parcel of vacant land, 108' X 103' tax map 46.14-1-7, on the north side
of Hancock Street, 41 Hancock Street, zoned commercial, sold in 2005 to Mid-County Ambulance
for $40,000.  It was listed for sale in 2014 for $29,900 and remains unsold in 2017.  Old rental
residences on this stretch of Hancock Street have been selling for $6,500 to $35,000 over the last two
years.  Some properties in the immediate neighborhood are owned by the Village of Fort Plain.  A
50' X 50' vacant lot at the corner of Oak Street and State Street is owned by the village and used by
local tenants for parking.  This is a depressed part of Fort Plain.

Market Analysis:  The market for the subject type of property, a small lot with a run down former
car wash with nominal renovation appeal, in a secondary commercial location in Montgomery
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County is relatively stable with supply and demand in balance in 2016 - 2017.  Such properties in
this market typically sell for $2.00 per square foot to $4.00 per square foot.   This price range has
been fairly stable for the last five years.  Such properties appeal to small business entreprenures and
to adjoining or nearby owners for parking, garage or assemblage purposes. There is considerable
economic obsolescence noted at this secondary commercial location, especially for older commercial
properties. 

SUBJECT DESCRIPTION 

SITE: The subject site consists of two adjoining parcels.  The site has 101.69+/- feet on Hancock
Street with two curb cuts.  It has 102.05+/- feet on State Street in the rear and there is a connecting
street along the west side of the subject, Oak Street, with 94.21+/- feet.  These dimensions are from
a partial survey found on the MLS listing site.  This parcel has frontage on three streets and good
street access and visibility.  It has approximately 9,485+/- square feet or 0.22+/- acre. It is fairly level
but dips downwards slightly to the rear.  It is a fairly typical village lot and has all city services,
water, sewer, gas and electric.  It appears to have been part of an old filled in section of the Erie
Canal.

The site is zoned C2, commercial, by the Village of Fort Plain.  The current use appears to
conform to the zoning, probably as a pre-existing use.  However, the village code enforcement
officer indicated that uses that have not been active for over twelve months would have to be
renovated up to current codes.  He also indicated that car washes need review by the New York State
Department of Environmental Conservation. The reader is referred to the zoning code and legal
counsel for all zoning code issues. The property does not appear to be not in a FEMA flood zone. 
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IMPROVEMENTS SUMMARY  
The subject is improved with a four bay self serve drive through carwash.  It appears to be

several decades old.  It has not been in use for over a year and has had little recent maintenance.  The
car wash function does not appear to be functional without considerable expense for repairs and
renovations.  The building is 72+/- feet by 24.5+/- feet, and has a metal, wood and concrete block
frame.  It has a metal covered roof over a wood and metal frame.  It has poured concrete floors in
the bays with floor drains.  It has concrete block ends that evidence some cracking and settlement. 
There is an enclosed center utility room for car wash equipment.  This room has a newer suspended
gas fired hot air heater.  The car wash equipment is very dated, evidences poor maintenance and is
in dilapidated condition.  Four water pumps are missing.  Wash hoses to the bays and ceiling wands
are missing or in poor condition. There are some old stainless steel soap tanks.  There are some old
coin operated switches.   The wash bays have stained vinyl siding.  Overall, the car wash equipment
does not appear functional and has little if any usefulness.  The building has three phase electric and
has two gas meters.  It has minimal insulation.  There are only two rear overhead doors.  The
building’s frame evidences uneven settlement.  Overall, the building is in fair to poor condition.

Site improvements include two vacuum islands on concrete stands and an old sign on
Hancock Street.  There is asphalt paving in front of the structure and cracked concrete apron in the
rear.  
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Subject Photos   9/15 and 9/20,  2017 by L. Berdan

Front

Rear
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 Rear and west end

Interior, wash bay
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Interior of utility room

 Wash equipment and chemicals
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Wash equipment, 4 pumps missing

Subject signage, vacuum and neighborhood view
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HIGHEST AND BEST USE SUMMARY
The subject is improved with a four bay former car wash structure situated on a 0.22 acre

village lot in a secondary commercial location.  It is zoned for commercial uses.  There is a shrinking
commercial base in the Village of Fort Plain and urban decay is evident.  There are several
residential rental properties in the immediate subject neighborhood and apparent need for tenant
parking.  There is little apparent demand for new small scale commercial development in the
neighborhood.  Renovating the subject former car wash use would require extensive expenditures
for the building and modern equipment.  There is little car wash competition in this part of the
village and such a venture may be financially feasible.  The subject building also has some appeal
as a rudimentary garage for neighboring apartment rentals.  That use would also require extensive
stabilization and renovations to the building.  The subject property would not likely qualify for a
conventional mortgage in its present condition. There is some demand for surface parking as
evidenced by such use on other nearby lots.  There is street parking on the southerly side of Hancock
Street.  

After weighing all factors, legal, physical, economic and demand the subject’s Highest and
Best Use, as improved, is for garage/storage renovation type use with limited appeal for renovation
or replacement of the car wash usage.   The land, as if vacant, has a highest and best use as surface 
parking with very limited future commercial development appeal.   
 ASSESSMENT

The subject is assessed as two tax map parcels.
SBL #46.54-2-20, assessed as “vacant commercial land” for $200.
SBL #46.14-1-38, assessed as a “self carwash” for $30,000 of which $7,100 is allocated to the land. 

The equalization rate for the Village of Fort Plain is 100%.
The property is assessed at its “current use” and not at its highest and best use consistent with real
property assessment law.  The assessments are given here only as a matter of public record.    
APPRAISAL PROBLEM

The subject consists of a former carwash building on a small village lot.  It has appeal as low
end garage space and may appeal to some buyers for a new or renovated carwash operation, however,
extensive building and equipment repairs and replacement would be needed for such a use.  The land
has use appeal as surface parking for nearby apartments and has some appeal for small commercial
development such as garage space.  It also has appeal as add-on land for larger commercial or
residential use.  

The existing improvements evidence considerable physical depreciation.  There is also
considerable economic obsolescence noted at this location.  The cost approach to value has little if
any reliability as a value indicator.  The subject is not capable of generating rental income and it can
not generate business income from a car wash operation due to the poor condition of the building
and equipment.  The income approach to value is not reliable and is not used herein.      

The opinion of value arrived at herein will rely upon a sales comparison analysis.   There
have been several sales or quite similar properties in Fort Plain and nearby edge of village locations 
to provide credible support for the final opinion of value.   
VALUATION SUMMARY

The Sales Comparison Approach is based upon the principal of substitution, that a
knowledgeable buyer will pay no more for a property than the cost to acquire a reasonably similar
substitute property.  The subject consists of a run down old garage - carwash building on a village
lot in a secondary commercial location.  Sales of such properties, both improved and vacant land,
are utilized and consideration is given for differences in location, land, building usefulness,
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condition, and other major value factors.  The following sales of generally similar properties  are
analyzed and compared to the property on a dollars per square foot of land basis with adjustments
made for differences in value factors.   Analysis of these properties on a dollars per square foot of
land basis shows the most market consistency.  Consideration is also given to the subject’s building
component.  These sales and adjustments are summarized below.  These are arms length sales of fee
simple title with typical financing and no unusual conditions unless noted.  Each property was
inspected from the exterior by the appraiser and public records reviewed and MLS reports to
ascertain sale terms and property descriptions.  These are closed transactions.  The market for such
properties of this type in this area  has been relatively stable and flat from 2013 to early 2017.  There
has been little or no measurable change in values of this type of real estate during this time period.

Sale #1, 6 West Main Street, Village of Fonda, Montgomery County, tax map 35.11-2-23, a vacant
village lot at the edge of the central business district sold 1/12/2016 for $16,000. It sold from Pamela
Berry to William Peeler.  It is a rectangular shaped lot, all village utilities and services, zoned
commercial.  It has 6,534+/- square feet. It sold for $2.30 per square foot of land.  It is level and there
is a narrow street-alley in the rear.  It is located just west of North Center Street.
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Sale #2 27 River Street, Village of Fort Plain, Montgomery County, tax map 46.46-3-20.  This is a
former residence on a 8,276+/- square foot village lot that was sold 1/9/2015 for $20,000 from
Daniel Robinson to Stewarts Shops Corp. It was part of an assemblage to construct a larger
convenience store. It is level and has all village services and commercial zoning.  It sold for $2.42
per square foot and the buyer paid for demolition of the structure.
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Sale #3 State Route 5S and Verbraska Ave.  City of Amsterdam, Montgomery County, tax map
55.14-1-14, a vacant parcel of land, zoned commercial-industrial with water and sewers sold
6/6/2013 for $50,000 from William J. Kline to Two Ks Realty LLC.  It is a wooded parcel located
on the south side of Route 5S in a secondary commercial location a quarter mile west of State Route
30. 39,640+/- square feet.   It sold for $0.91 per square foot.   Generally level. Good shape and depth. 
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Sale #4 281 MacArthur Ave. Village of Cobleskill, Schoharie County, tax map 68.6-6-11.2, a 0.55
acre parcel of vacant land sold 3/15/2016 for $20,000 from the Cobleskill Agricultural Society to
Shawn Strong.  This property is located off South Grand Street in a back street area next to a railroad
and near the Cobleskill Fair grounds.  Municipal water and sewers.  Light industrial zoning.  This
sale has a very narrow irregular shape.  Approximately 0.33 acre is usable or 14,000+/- square feet. 
Indicated price per square foot $1.43.  Subsequently improved with a four bay garage. 
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Listing #1 41 Hancock Street, Village of Fort Plain, tax map 46.14-1-7, a vacant parcel of land
situated easterly of the subject had been listed for $29,900 from April 2014 till May 2016 without
selling.  It is zoned commercial and has all village services.  It is at road grade and ready to be
developed.  It sold to Mid-County Ambulance Service, Inc. In November 2005 for $40,000.  It has
been listed well below its 2005 selling price.   It has 11,000+/- square feet.  It was listed for $2.72
per square foot.  It remains vacant in September 2017 with no recorded sale. 
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Analysis:
Sale #  Subject              

   
#1 #2 #3 #4

Address 27 Hancock St.
Ft. Plain

6 W. Main St.
Fonda

27 River St.
Ft. Plain

St. Rt. 5 S
South Amsterdam

281 MacArthur
Ave. Cobleskill

Price - $16,000 $20,000 $50,000 $20,000

Price per Sq. Ft. Of Land - $2.45 $2.42 $1.26 $1.39

Date 9/2017 1/2016 1/2015 6/2013 3/2016

Location Ft. Plain Fonda Ft. Plain Amsterdam Cobleskill

Land 9,485 Sq. Ft.
Corner

6,534 Sq. Ft. 
Interior

8,276 Sq. Ft.
Interior

39,640 Sq. Ft.
Corner

14,375  Sq. Ft.
Interior

Building Size, Sq. Ft. 1,764 None 2,880 None None

Type Garage/storage N/A Old Residence N/A N/A

Condition Fair-Poor N/A Demolished N/A N/A

Other - - Assemblage - -

The primary consistency between these sales is in location, type and price per square foot of
land.  There are sufficient sales for a quantitative analysis.  Sales 1, 2 and 4 show the most
consistency in overall price and price per square foot.   The market is paying $16,000 to $20,000 for
such properties and roughly $1.50 to $2.50 per square foot of land.   A subject land value near this
range is reasonable.  The subject has little assemblage appeal and less weight is given to sale #2
which is much larger.  A very similar property just east of the subject on Hancock Street has been
listed for sale for $2.72 per square foot of land and has not sold, setting an upper limit on subject
land value.  Overall, a subject land value of $2.25 per square foot is reasonable, plus a nominal
enhancement value for the old car wash building which has appeal as garage and storage space.  This
subject building, 1,764+/- square feet, four bays, has an enhancement value estimated at $3.50 per
square foot of building area reflecting its condition, location and extensive depreciation.  
  Summary:

Land:      $2.25 X 9,485 Sq. Ft. . . . . . . . . . . . . .$21,340
Building: $3.50 X 1,764 Sq. Ft. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..+6,175

Total subject value . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $27,515 rounded to $27,500.
After weighing all four sales and a listing it is my opinion the market supports a subject value

of $27,500.
     Value via sales comparison approach . . . . $27,500.

RECONCILIATION AND FINAL VALUE 
The approaches to value have been pursued in previous sections of this report.  Individual

findings indicate a range of values as follows:

Cost Approach Not applicable

Sales Comparison Approach $27,500.

Income Approach Not applicable
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The appraiser  is seeking a value as defined in the Purpose of the Appraisal.  Having arrived
at indications of value, the problem is to correlate these estimates into one value conclusion for the
subject property.

When a building is new or nearly new and is the highest and best use of the site, the Cost
Approach produces a significant indication of value.  The limitation to the usefulness or applicability
of the Cost Approach is the fact that there must be heavy reliance upon estimated accrued
depreciation and an accurate land value.  The subject building  evidences considerable  depreciation
and obsolescence which is difficult to accurately measure.  There is no method to accurately measure
depreciation from all causes for this type of improvement.  This approach has no reliability for this
property and is not relied upon by typical market participants. 

The principle of substitution is the underlying theory of the Sales Comparison Approach
which implies that a value tends to be set at the cost of acquiring an equally desirable substitute
property assuming no costly delay is encountered in making the substitution.  Of many sales
researched four sales  are considered.   This approach is a reliable value indicator and is given weight
as used herein.

In the Income Approach, the appraiser translates rental income into a value estimate.  The
subject has no rental income history and is not capable of generating reliable investment quality 
rental income.   This approach has no reliability and is not used herein.  

After considering all aspects the Sales Comparison Approach is the only credible valuation
method and relies upon four sales and a very close by listing.  

Weighing all factors it is my opinion the market supports a final opinion of value of:
$27,500 as of September 20, 2017, the effective date of valuation.  

This opinion of value pertains to the fee simple interest and reflects the “as is” condition of
the real property.  

Location Map
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STATEMENT OF LIMITING CONDITIONS
     In the making of this appraisal the following underlying assumptions and conditions have been made by
L. B. Berdan & Co., Inc., the client, and any other party using this report:
 

l.  That this report represents the independent judgment of the appraisers and is not to be construed in
any way as a recommendation that any specific action be undertaken by other parties.  

2.   That this assignment will be made according to the regulations of the Appraisal Institute and the
appraisers' liability is limited to the performance of this assignment, with damages limited to the
amount of the fee collected.

3.  All values rendered within this report assume marketing times of twelve months or less unless
otherwise indicated.

4.  The legal description furnished us is assumed to be correct.  We take no responsibility for matters
legal in character nor do we render any opinion as to the title, which is assumed to be good.  All
existing liens and encumbrances have been disregarded and the property is appraised as though free
and clear under responsible ownership and competent management.

5.  The sketch in this report is included to assist the reader in visualizing the property.  We have made
no survey of the property and assume no responsibility in connection with such matters.

6.  We believe the information which was furnished to us by others to be reliable, but we assume no
responsibility for its accuracy.

7.  Disclosure of the contents of this appraisal report is governed by the By-Laws and Regulations of
the Appraisal Institute.

8.  Neither all nor any part of the contents of this report(especially any conclusions as to value, the
identity of the appraiser or the firm with which he is connected, or any reference to the Appraisal
Institute) shall be disseminated to the public through any other public means of communication
without prior consent and approval of the undersigned.

9.  We are not required to give testimony or to appear in court by reason of this appraisal, with reference
to the property in question, unless arrangements have been previously made thereof.

10. The distribution of the total valuation in this report between land and improvements applies only
under the existing programs of utilization.  The separate valuations for land and buildings must not
be used in conjunction with any other appraisal and are invalid if so used.

11. The appraiser assumes that there will be no hidden or unapparent conditions of the property, subsoil
or structural which would render it more or less valuable than otherwise comparable property.  This
appraiser assumes no responsibility for such conditions or for engineering which might be required
to discover such conditions.  It is assumed that underground improvements along with utilities are
in place and connected.

12. Unless otherwise stated in this report, the existence of hazardous substances, including without
limitation asbestos, polychlorinated biphenyls, petroleum leakage, or agricultural chemicals, which
may or may not be present on the property, or other environmental conditions, were not called to the
attention of nor did the appraiser become aware of such during the appraiser's inspection.  The
appraiser has no knowledge of the existence of such materials on or in the property unless otherwise
stated.  The appraiser, however is not qualified to test such substances or conditions.  If the presence
of such substances, such as asbestos, urea formaldehyde, foam insulation, or other hazardous
substances or environmental conditions, may affect the value of the property, the value estimated
is predicated on the assumption that there is no such condition on or in the property or in such
proximity thereto that it would cause a loss in value.  No responsibility is assumed for any such
conditions, nor for any expertise or engineering knowledge required to discover them.  The client
is urged to retain an expert in the field of environmental impacts upon real estate if so desired.
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STATEMENT OF LIMITING CONDITIONS (cont'd)

13. The opinion of value is effective as of the date stated in the Appraisal.  Changes since that date in
external and market factors or in the property itself can significantly affect property value.

14. If the Appraisal is submitted to a lender or investor with the prior approval of L. B. Berdan & Co.,
Inc., such party should consider the Appraisal as one factor, together with its independent investment
considerations and underwriting criteria, in its overall investment decision.

15. The forecasts of income and expenses are not predictions of the future.  Rather, they are the
Appraiser's best estimates of current market thinking on future income and expenses.  The Appraiser
and L. B. Berdan & Co., Inc. make no warranty or representation that these forecasts will
materialize.  The real estate market is constantly fluctuating and changing.  It is not the Appraisers'
task to predict or in any way warrant the conditions of a future real estate market; the Appraisers can
only reflect what the investment community, as of the date of the Appraisal, envisions for the future
in terms of rental rates, expenses, supply, and demand.

16. Liability of L. B. Berdan & Co., Inc. and its employees or subcontractors is limited to the fee
collected for preparation of the appraisal.  There is no accountability, liability, or privity to any third
party.

17. The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) became effective January 26, 1992.  I (we) have not
made a specific compliance survey and analysis of this property to determine whether or not it is in
conformity with the various detailed requirements of the ADA.  It is possible that a compliance
survey of the property together with a detailed analysis of the requirements of the ADA could reveal
that the property is not in compliance with one or more of the requirements of the act.  If so, this fact
could have a negative effect upon the value of the property.  Since I (we) have no direct evidence
relating to this issue, I (we) did not consider possible noncompliance with the requirements of ADA
in estimating the value of the property.

18. While reasonable care was exercised in the measurement of the subject property, final square footage
figures should be considered an approximation only and are not guaranteed.  LIMITATIONS OF
INSPECTIONS - The appraiser assumes the purchaser/owner is aware that (l) this appraisal on the
subject property does not serve as a warranty on the condition of the subject property; (2) it is the
responsibility of the purchaser/owner to examine the property carefully and to take all necessary
precautions before signing a purchase contract.

19. This appraisal assignment is not based on a requested minimum valuation, a specific 
valuation, or the approval of a loan.
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SECTION 10. – NONVOTING MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS. 
 
A nonvoting member of the Board of Directors shall be appointed by Keep Mohawk 
Valley Beautiful, a standing committee of the Mohawk Valley Economic Development 
District, Inc., to serve as a citizen advisory board representative and nonvoting member 
of the Board of Directors (the “Nonvoting Director”).  Each Nonvoting Director shall 
serve a two (2) year term.  The initial Nonvoting Director shall be Christina L. Brown.  
The Nonvoting Member shall be entitled to participate in all matters before the Board of 
Directors and shall comply with all rules, policies and procedures of the Corporation 
applicable to the Board of Directors.  Notwithstanding anything contained herein to the 
contrary, the Nonvoting Director shall not, by way of delegation by the Board of 
Directors or otherwise, have any of the powers of a Corporation Director and shall not 
have the power to bind the Corporation in any manner.  The Nonvoting Director may 
resign at any time by giving written notice to the Chairperson or the Secretary and may 
be removed at any time, either with or without cause, by no less than a majority vote of 
the Board of Directors.  In the event of the Nonvoting Director’s resignation or removal, 
Keep Mohawk Valley Beautiful, or any successor committee of the Mohawk Valley 
Economic Development District, Inc., shall appoint a person to fill the vacancy as soon 
as reasonably practicable, and such person shall serve as Nonvoting Director for his or 
her predecessor’s unexpired term and until a successor is appointed.  The Nonvoting 
Director shall serve without compensation. 
 







            MVEDD    expenses for GMVLB

Date event work performed  expense 

08/01-08/31/17 Janine Thompson hours 5 wks @ 4 hrs/wk, plus 3 hrs 8/15 614.33$       

general postage due to date 40 items @ $0.49 19.60$         

07/28/17 Hummels file folders 7.87$           

08/09 & 08/15/17 colored copies 215 @ $0.08 17.20$         

08/01-08/31/17 share of MVEDD monthly expenses 485.98$       

Due to MVEDD for August 1,144.98$  



Invoice Date: September 29, 2017 Invoice  #  0009

Date event work performed  expense 

09/01-09/30/2017 Janine Thompson hours
3 wks (1 wk vaca) @ 4 hrs/wk, 

plus 3 hrs 9/7/15
400.65$                 

07/28/17 Hummels file folders, ink cartridges 506.28$                 

09/01-09/30/2017 share of MVEDD monthly expenses 485.98$                 

1,392.91$            

Due Upon Receipt

Make all checks payable to: MVEDD

Greater Mohawk Valley Land Bank (GMVLB) Month ending:   09/30/17

Mohawk Valley Economic Development District, Inc.
 26 West Main Street, PO Box 69, Mohawk, NY 13407-0069

    Phone: 315.866.4671, Email: info@mvedd.org

Serving Counties of: Fulton, Herkimer, Montgomery, Oneida, Otsego, Schoharie



Greater	  Mohawk	  Valley	  Land	  Bank	  
	  

Policies	  Currently	  in	  Force	  
Office	  Package	  Policy	  
Carrier:	  	  Selective	  Insurance	  Company	  
Policy	  #S226507	  
Effective	  Date:	  	  5/23/17	  
Coverages:	   General	  Liability	   	   	   $1,000,000	  Per	  Occurrence/$3,000,000	  General	  Aggregate	  
	   	   Hired	  &	  Non-‐Owned	  Liability	   	   $1,000,000	  
	   	   Office	  Contents	  	   	   	   $10,000	  
Annual	  Premium:	  	  $358,34	  
	  
Executive	  Risk	  Package	  Policy	  
Carrier:	  	  Hanover	  Insurance	  Company	  
Policy	  #LHSD28230100	  
Effective	  Date:	  	  5/23/17	  
Coverages:	   Directors	  &	  Officers	  Liability	   	   $1,000,000	  
	   	   Employment	  Practices	  Liability	   	   $1,000,000	  
Annual	  Premium:	  	  $2,017	  
	  
Policies	  Not	  Currently	  in	  Force	  
Property	  (Acquired	  Property/Forced	  Placed)	  
Carrier:	  	  Great	  American	  E&S	  Insurance	  Company	  
Coverages:	  	  Property	   	   	   	   	   $5,000,000	  Per	  Loss	  Per	  Location	  Monthly	  Reporting	  Form	  
Rates:	  	  	  Monthly	  Reporting	  
	   Property	  rates	  are	  based	  on	  a	  dollar	  rate	  per	  $100	  of	  insured	  limit	  
	   $	  	  .85	  	   Per	  $100	  Residential	  (1-‐4	  Family)/$.071	  Per	  Month	  

$1.05	  	   Per	  $100	  Commercial	  Occupied/$.088	  Per	  Month	  
	   $1.95	  	   Per	  $100	  Commercial	  Vacant	  Properties/$.163	  Per	  Month	  

The	  policy	  provides	  three	  (3)	  rates	  as	  noted	  and	  we	  are	  showing	  an	  annual	  rate	  and	  a	  monthly	  rate	  (monthly	  
reporting	  generates	  the	  monthly	  premium).	  An	  example	  would	  be	  if	  you	  choose	  to	  insure	  a	  residential	  property	  
for	  $50,000,	  the	  monthly	  premium	  would	  be	  $35.50	  ($50k	  -‐/-‐	  $100	  x	  $0.071).	  If	  you	  insured	  the	  property	  for	  a	  
full	  12	  months,	  the	  annual	  rate	  would	  be	  $0.85	  ($0.071	  x	  12)	  with	  an	  annual	  premium	  of	  $425	  ($50k	  -‐/-‐	  $100	  x	  
$0.85)	  
	  

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  



General	  Liability	  (Acquired	  Property/Forced	  Placed)	  
Carrier:	  	  Great	  American	  E&S	  Insurance	  Company	  
Coverages:	  	  General	  Liability	   	   	   	   $1,000,000	  Per	  Occurrence/$2,000,000	  General	  Aggregate	  
Rates:	  	  	  Monthly	  Reporting	  
	   $300	  Per	  Dwelling/$25	  Per	  Month	  
	   $540	  Per	  Commercial	  Property/$45	  Per	  Month	  
	   $160	  Per	  Lot	  or	  Parcel	  (Vacant	  Land)/$13.33	  Per	  Month	  

The	  G/L	  rates	  are	  not	  like	  Property	  rates	  as	  they	  are	  a	  "flat	  charge"	  vs	  a	  rate	  per	  a	  dollar	  amount.	  They	  offer	  
three	  (3)	  different	  rates	  based	  on	  the	  type	  of	  property	  and	  we	  are	  showing	  the	  annual	  rates	  (Dwelling	  $300	  per	  
year)	  or	  $25/month	  ($300	  -‐/-‐	  12).	  Example	  -‐	  G/L	  on	  a	  dwelling	  you	  insure	  for	  six	  (6)	  months	  would	  cost	  $25	  per	  
month	  with	  a	  total	  premium	  of	  $150	  ($25	  x	  6)	  
	  

Excess	  Liability	  (Acquired	  Property/Forced	  Placed)	  
Carrier:	  	  Star	  Stone	  National	  Insurance	  Company	  
Coverages:	  	  Excess	  Liability	  	   	   	   	   $1,000,000	  Per	  Occurrence/$1,000,000	  Aggregate	  
Annual	  Premium:	  	  $934	  
	  
General	  Liability	  (Construction)	  Policy	  
Carrier:	  	  Admiral	  Insurance	  Company	  
Coverages:	   General	  Liability	  (w/	  Hammer	  Clause)	   $1,000,000	  Per	  Occurrence/$2,000,000	  General	  Aggregate	  
Annual	  Premium:	  	  $21,104	  
	  
General	  Liability	  (Construction)	  Policy	  
Carrier:	  	  Admiral	  Insurance	  Company	  
Coverages:	  	  General	  Liability	  (w/o	  Hammer	  Clause)	   $1,000,000	  Per	  Occurrence/$2,000,000	  General	  Aggregate	  
Annual	  Premium:	  	  $26,292.50	  
	  
Excess	  Liability	  (Construction)	  Policy	  
Carrier:	  	  National	  Union	  Fire	  Insurance	  Company	  
Coverages:	  	  Excess	  Liability	  (w/o	  Hammer	  Clause)	   $1,000,000	  Per	  Occurrence/$1,000,000	  Aggregate	  
Annual	  Premium:	  	  $9,309	  
	  
Workers’	  Compensation	  Policy	  
Carrier:	  	  Utica	  National	  (Tentative)	  
Coverages:	  	  Workers’	  Compensation/Employers	  Liability	  	   $100,000/$500,000/$100,000	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   Class	  Code	  8810	  Clerical	  $70,000	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   Class	  Code	  9028	  Building	  Operation	  $30,000	  
Annual	  Premium:	  	  $2,466	  (Tentative)	  



 

 NOTICE TO GRANTEE 

RECCOMENDATIONS: 

 

1. ALTA OWNER’S TITLE INSURANCE:  LISC recommends that the Grantee attain an 

ALTA Loan Title Insurance Policy (2006) for each property on which Grant Proceeds are 

utilized, under such terms as are commercially reasonable for the situation and which will 

allow appropriate redevelopment and resale of the property.   

 

REQUIREMENTS: 

 

1. "ALL RISKS" OR BUILDER’S RISK PROPERTY INSURANCE: Property insurance 

will not be required if i) the property is vacant land or ii) all improvements on the 

property will be demolished. 

 

 For all other properties on which Grant Proceeds will be utilized, Grantee shall attain 

property insurance that provides “special form” coverage for each property, the insurance 

shall be in an amount not less than the full replacement cost of the improvements on the 

property, and be under commercially reasonable terms to ensure protection of the 

investment of Grant Proceeds in the property. 

 

For all new construction activities, the property insurance must be written on a builder’s 

risk, completed value, non-reporting form until a certificate of occupancy is issued. 

 

2. COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY INSURANCE: Grantee shall attain 

commercial general liability insurance that must:  (a) be evidenced on a fully completed 

ACORD 25 Form (Certificate of Liability Insurance); (b) provide in the policy or by 

endorsement 30 days' written notice by the insurer to LISC  prior to cancellation or 

nonrenewal (10 days' written notice for nonpayment of premium); and (c) unless 

Borrower is informed otherwise, have coverage limits of not less than $500,000 per 

occurrence and $1,000,000 in the aggregate. 

 

LISC must be named a certificate holder and additional insured on the ACORD 25 

Form, and a copy of the additional insured endorsement to the policy, naming LISC as 

additional insured, must accompany or be attached to the ACORD 25 Form.  If requested 

by LISC, a copy of the policy must be provided to LISC. 

 

LISC'S ADDRESS: The following address and reference number for LISC must be 

included in the commercial general liability insurance certificate:  

 

 Local Initiatives Support Corporation 

 501 Seventh Avenue, 7th Floor 

 New York, New York 10018 

 Attn: Legal Department 

 LISC P.A. No.:  [INSERT PA NUMBER] 
 



Wed, Oct 4, 2017  4:31 PM

Subject: RE: Land Banks 
Date: Friday, September 22, 2017 1:31 PM 
From: Hillary Heintz <HHeintz@bbempirestate.com> 
To: 'Tolga Morawski' <tolga@ieee.org> 
Cc: Jim Grooms <JGrooms@bbempirestate.com> 
Conversation: Land Banks 
 
Tolga, 
 
Per your request, below please find the final pricing of all policies that Greater Mohawk 
Valley Land Bank has yet to acquire: 
 
General Liability (Construction) $21,104  
(This policy will be billed by Brown & Brown Empire State.  A 25% down payment 
($5,276) will be required prior to binding coverage.  The balance to the carrier will be 
due 30 days after binding coverage) 
 
Excess Liability (Construction) $4,309 
(This policy will be billed by Brown & Brown Empire State.  A 25% down payment 
($1,078) will be required prior to binding coverage.  The balance to the carrier will be 
due 30 days after binding coverage) 
 
Workers' Compensation $2,000   (This policy will be billed directly by the insurance 
company) 
 
Disability $2.06 Male Per Month $4.20 Female Per Month (This policy will be billed 
directly by the insurance company) 
 
Property (Lee & Mason) Monthly reporting, no deposit required to bind coverage 
 
General Liability (Lee & Mason) Monthly reporting, no deposit required to bind coverage 
 
Excess Liability (Over Lee & Mason General Liability) $934 
(This policy will be billed by Brown & Brown Empire State.  A 25% down payment 
($234) will be required prior to binding coverage.  The balance to the carrier will be due 
30 days after binding) 
 
Please advise should you require anything further. 
 
Thank you 
 
 
 
 



Hillary J. Heintz, AAI, ACSR-C/L Account Manager  
Brown & Brown of New York, Inc., dba 
Brown & Brown Empire State {NYSE-BRO} 
500 Plum Street - Suite 200 -Syracuse, NY  13204  
Email: hheintz@bbempirestate.com 
(P) 315-474-3374 Ext. 285 - (F) 315-703-9587 
www.bbempirestate.com <http://www.bbempirestate.com>  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Tolga Morawski [mailto:tolga@ieee.org]  
Sent: Friday, September 22, 2017 1:15 PM 
To: Jim Grooms 
Cc: Hillary Heintz 
Subject: Re: Land Banks 
 
Hi Jim, 
 
I wanted to follow-up, I need those totals for the final pricing of all policies that we 
have yet to acquire.  I need to get them to our funders ASAP. 
 
Thanks Much, 
 Tolga 
 
 
On 9/22/17 9:06 AM, "Jim Grooms" <JGrooms@bbempirestate.com> wrote: 
 
> Tolga, 
>  
> I agree and I will attend the Board meeting. 
>  
> Just to confirm, we are looking to bind, as of 10/01, the construction  
> G/L; W/C, and DBL. In order to bind the G/L, the carrier requires at  
> least 25% down with the balance due within 30 days. 
>  



> We will wait on the Excess Liability policies until a determination is  
> made at the Board meeting 
>  
> Jim 
>  
> James E. Grooms - Vice President-Commercial Lines Brown & Brown of New  
> York, Inc. dba Brown & Brown Empire State {NYSE-BRO} 
> 500 Plum Street- Suite 200 - Syracuse, NY 13204 
> Email: jgrooms@bbempirestate.com 
> (O) 315-474-3374-Ext. 267 - (F) 315-703-9569 
> (C) 315-569-8972 - www.bbempirestate.com <http://www.bbempirestate.com>  
>  
>  
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: Tolga Morawski [mailto:tolga@ieee.org] 
> Sent: Friday, September 22, 2017 8:52 AM 
> To: Jim Grooms 
> Cc: Hillary Heintz 
> Subject: Re: Land Banks 
>  
> Hi Jim, 
>  
> I largely get this, but based on the email I am definitely thinking it  
> would be good to have you or a representative either call in or attend  
> our next board meeting on Thursday 10/5 at 1pm in Mohawk, as I'm not  
> sure how well I could explain that to our Board. 
>  
> Let me know if that might work. 
>  
> All Best, 
>   Tolga 
>  
>  
> On 9/21/17 4:21 PM, "Jim Grooms" <JGrooms@bbempirestate.com> wrote: 
>  
>> Hi Tolga, 
>>  
>> LoVullo has refreshed our quotes and we have improved the program  
>> slightly. As we previously discussed, Admiral requires GMVLB (as with  
>> all the other Land 
>> banks) to obtain from each contractor, a signed contract (with  
>> language requiring no exclusion or limitation for Labor Law  
>> Liability) along with an insurance certificate meeting the insurance  
>> limits, as required. Previously, they would issue the policy with the  



>> first attachment, which is the full “Hammer Clause” until the  
>> subjectivities in the quote are met. Specifically, they require the  
>> aforementioned documentation from three (3) contractors in order to  
>> remove this endorsement and replace it with the second attachment,  
>> which is the “Soft Hammer Clause.” This endorsement provides coverage  
>> but if documentation of “risk transfer” is lacking, they will pay the  
>> claim but charge a higher rate on the contractor/subcontractor costs.  
>> Steve LoVullo made comment that with the newer and smaller Land  
>> Banks, they are willing to potentially modify this requirement to one  
>> or two contractors as these operations may not have a total of three. 
>>  
>> As a result of the change, they will now provide the policy at the  
>> lower premium ($21,104 vs $26,292.50) with the Hammer Clause and upon  
>> meeting the requirements, they will change the endorsement and  
>> provide the full coverage, charging the additional premium at that  
>> time. This is favorable because in the past, they would charge the  
>> higher premium even though documentation has not been provided to  
>> eliminate the Hammer Clause and provide full coverage. 
>> Secondly, the Soft Hammer Clause rate has been decreased from a 50%  
>> increase to 25% increase. 
>>  
>> The Excess Liability policy follows the underlying policy and the  
>> quote in our Insurance Proposal is related to the second option of  
>> G/L coverage with the Hammer Clause. At 12/31/17, our G/L rates will  
>> remain the same, but the Excess Liability will most likely increase  
>> slightly based on the higher underlying premium (once the full Hammer  
>> Clause is deleted). 
>>  
>> I apologize if this email is somewhat technical and confusing and I  
>> would be happy to review this with you on the phone or in person. 
>>  
>> Best regards, 
>>  
>> Jim 
>>  
>> James E. Grooms ¦ Vice President-Commercial Lines Brown & Brown of  
>> New York, Inc. dba Brown & Brown Empire State {NYSE-BRO} 
>> 500 Plum Street¦ Suite 200 ¦ Syracuse, NY 13204 
>> Email: jgrooms@bbempirestate.com<mailto:jgrooms@bbempirestate.com> 
>> (O) 315-474-3374¦Ext. 267 ¦ (F) 315-703-9569 
>> (C) 315-569-8972 ¦ www.bbempirestate.com <http://www.bbempirestate.com>  
>> [Facebook]<https://www.facebook.com/bbempirestate>[cid:image002.png@0 
>> 1 
>> D28779.9 



>> 6CDADA0]<https://twitter.com/bbempirestate>[cid:image003.png@01D28779. 
>> 96CDADA0 
>> ]<https://www.linkedin.com/company/brown-&-brown-empire-state> 
>> This email message and any files transmitted with it contain  
>> confidential information intended only for the person(s) to whom this  
>> email message is addressed. If you have received this email message  
>> in error, please notify the sender immediately by telephone or email  
>> and destroy the original message without making a copy. 
>>  
>> IMPORTANT: COVERAGE CANNOT BE BOUND WITHOUT CONFIRMATION FROM AN  
>> AUTHORIZED BROWN AND BROWN REPRESENTATIVE. Thank you. 
> This email message and any files transmitted with it contain  
> confidential information intended only for the person(s) to whom this  
> email message is addressed. If you have received this email message in  
> error, please notify the sender immediately by telephone or email and  
> destroy the original message without making a copy. 
>  
> IMPORTANT: COVERAGE CANNOT BE BOUND WITHOUT CONFIRMATION FROM AN  
> AUTHORIZED BROWN AND BROWN REPRESENTATIVE. Thank you. 
 
This email message and any files transmitted with it contain confidential information 
intended only for the person(s) to whom this email message is addressed. If you have 
received this email message in error, please notify the sender immediately by telephone 
or email and destroy the original message without making a copy.  
 
IMPORTANT: COVERAGE CANNOT BE BOUND WITHOUT CONFIRMATION FROM AN 
AUTHORIZED BROWN AND BROWN REPRESENTATIVE.  
Thank you. 



GREATER MOHAWK VALLEY LAND BANK 
STRATEGIC PLAN STAKEHOLDER WORKSHOP 

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 2017, 9:00 A.M. TO 12:00 P.M. 

TRAVELODGE, 20 ALBANY STREET, LITTLE FALLS, NY 13365 

AGENDA  

9:00 Welcome & Introductions Ray & Ryan 

9:10 Review Agenda Ryan 

9:15 Overview of Land Banks Ryan & Tolga 

9:20 What is a Strategic Plan & Why does the GMVLB Need One? Ryan 

9:25 Ways to Have Your Say Ryan 

9:30 SWOT Analysis Ryan 

9:35 Group Work Small Group Work 

9:55 Presentation of Findings & Discussion Ryan to Facilitate 

10:15 Vision & Mission Statements Ryan 

10:25 Group Work Small Group Work 

10:45 Presentation of Findings & Discussion Ryan to Facilitate 

11:05 Values Ryan 

11:10 Individual Work/Break Individual Work 

11:30 Next Steps (Could Include) Ryan & Tolga 

 Goals, Strategic Priorities, Programs, & Services 

 Other/Optional Components of Plan 

 Ways to Stay Involved 

11:45 Dot Voting Ryan to Facilitate 



STRATEGIC PLAN STAKEHOLDER WORKSHOP 
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GREATER MOHAWK 
VALLEY LAND BANK 

Facilitated by: 



 Facilitator: Ryan Weitz, Barton & Loguidice, D.P.C.  

 Roundtable Introductions (1 -2 minutes)  

 Name 

 Affiliation 

 Background 

WELCOME & INTRODUCTIONS 



 Welcome & Introductions  

 Review Agenda 

 Overview of Land Banks  

 What is a Strategic Plan & Why does the GMVLB Need One ? 

 Ways to Have Your Say  

 SWOT Analysis (w/ Group Work)  

 Vision & Mission Statements (w/Group Work)  

 Values (w/Individual Work)  

 Next Steps 

 Dot Voting 

 

…time permitting  

AGENDA 



 Independent not-for-profit corporations 

 Redevelop vacant, abandoned, tax-delinquent properties 

 Intent of NYS Land Bank Law: 

“…to strengthen and revitalize the economy of the state and 
its local units of government by solving the problems of 
vacant and abandoned property in a coordinated manner 
and to foster the development of such property and 
promote economic growth.”  

 Twenty NYS land banks since 2012 

 GMVLB formed in 2016 through Intermunicipal Agreement ( IMA) 

 Governed by a nine-member Board of Directors 

OVERVIEW OF LAND BANKS 



LAND 
BANKS OF 
NYS 



BY THE 
NUMBERS 



LAND BANK 
PROPERTY 
LIFE CYCLE 



 Communicate goals & the actions needed to achieve those goals 

 Dynamic roadmap to launch and grow the GMVLB  

 Process as important as product  

 Aligns stakeholders around a vision, mission, goals, & priorities 

 Engages, motivates, and retains external and internal audiences 

 Culture of self-assessment and continuous improvement  

 Avoid creating a plan that sits on a shelf 

WHAT IS A STRATEGIC PLAN & WHY DOES 
THE GMVLB NEED ONE? 



 Group Work & Discussion Today 

 Dot Voting at End of Meeting  

 Conversations Outside of this Meeting  

 Online Survey to be Completed 

 Follow up with Board Members and Staff  

 Serve on Strategic Planning Advisory Committee (to be 
established) 

WAYS TO HAVE YOUR SAY 



 Tool to assess Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, & Threats 

 Can offer powerful insight into the potential and critical issues 
affecting the organization 

 Informs vision, mission, and priorities 

 Builds consensus 

 Strengths & Weaknesses identify internal/existing conditions 
within your control 

 Opportunities and Threats identify external elements that could 
affect the GMVLB (potential)  

SWOT ANALYSIS 



 Divide into four groups 

 Designate group leader & scribe  

 Discuss the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, & Threats of 
the GMVLB in the context of the region  

 Strengths: What are the positive attributes internal to the GMVLB?  

 Weaknesses: What are the inherent weaknesses of the GMVLB?  

 Opportunities: What external conditions can help the GMVLB achieve 
your objective? 

 Threats: What external conditions could damage the GMVLB’s 
performance? 

 Group leaders will  present findings for discussion  

 Establish consensus and commonalities  

SWOT GROUP WORK 



 Envision the ideal result of the work of the GMVLB  

 Captures a consensus of what members most value about the 
GMVLB, and the shared image of what they want it to become  

 It inspires members to work together to achieve the vision 

 

VISION – WHAT IS IT? 



The Broome County Land Bank will be recognized as an essential and outcome 
driven partner with private investors, government agencies, and economic 

development organizations to bring about a new vibrancy in distressed 
neighborhoods and build the foundation for economic revitalization by 

returning vacant, abandoned, and tax-delinquent properties to productive 
use. 

 

Fulton-Montgomery Community College strives to be an innovative leader in 
higher education. 

 

A better world through better water. 

 

A world enriched by the effective allocation of philanthropic resources, 
informed public discourse about philanthropy, and broad understanding of the 
contributions of nonprofit activity to increasing opportunity and transforming 

lives. 

VISION - EXAMPLES 



 A focused description of the GMVLB’s  purpose within the context 
of community development, the community it serves, and what it 
intends to accomplish 

 How to get to the vision  

MISSION – WHAT IS IT? 



The Land Bank seeks to confront and alleviate the problems distressed 
properties cause to communities by supporting municipal and regional 

revitalization efforts and strategically acquiring, improving, assembling, and 
selling distressed, vacant, abandoned, and/or tax-delinquent properties. 

 

The Newburgh Community Land Bank's mission is to improve the quality of life 
in Newburgh by stabilizing and revitalizing abandoned properties . 

 

The Albany County Land Bank’s mission is to: Facilitate the process of 
acquiring, improving & redistributing vacant properties; Eliminate the harms 
& liabilities caused by such properties; Return properties to productive use; 

Remain consistent with the municipality’s redevelopment and comprehensive 
plans. 

 

The mission of the Broome County Land Bank is to foster economic and 
community development by acquiring, holding, managing, developing, and 

marketing distressed, vacant, abandoned and under-utilized properties. 

MISSION - EXAMPLES 



Fulton-Montgomery Community College provides higher education and quality 
programs with a focus on student success. FM partners with the community 
though engagement in economic development and by providing cultural and 

intellectual opportunities. 

 

Leading the water community to provide sustainable safe water through the 
advancement of management, education, science, and technology.  

 

To train exceptional public leaders and generate the ideas that provide 
solutions to our most challenging public problems. 

 

To strengthen the social sector by advancing knowledge about philanthropy in 
the U.S. and around the world. 

MISSION - EXAMPLES 



 Divide into three groups 

 Designate group leader & scribe  

 Group 1: Discuss the Draft Vision of the GMVLB 

 Vision: What the world will look like after you’ve finished changing it?  

 Group 2: Discuss the Current Mission of the GMVLB  

 Group 3: Discuss the Mission of the GMVLB  

 Mission: What’s wrong with the world and how you intend to fix it?  

 Group leaders will  present findings for discussion  

 Establish consensus and commonalities 

VISION & MISSION GROUP WORK 



 Draft Vision: 
 The Greater Mohawk Valley Land Bank to have a lasting impact on the 

communities of the greater Mohawk Valley region through the acquisition, 
stabilization, and resale of blighted, vacant, or abandoned properties.  

 Current Mission:  
 The mission of the Greater Mohawk Valley Land Bank (GMVLB) is to address 

vacant, abandoned, and blighted properties located within the otherwise 
picturesque Mohawk Valley region. Local governments alone do not have 
sufficient resources or tools by which to identify, stabilize, rehabilitate, and 
resell such properties, nor to undertake the process of deconstruction of 
those buildings that are beyond reasonable repair. The GMVLB would act in 
conjunction with Foreclosing Governmental Units (FGUs), other 
municipalities, and non-profit groups across the Six-Counties, to leverage all 
available resources to revitalize the region’s built environment, thereby 
making it more attractive to new development and investment.  

 Alternate Mission:  
 It is the mission of the Greater Mohawk Valley Land Bank to address the 

systematic problem of blight and work to keep properties in the greater 
Mohawk Valley region on the tax rolls of their respective municipality.  

VISION & MISSION GROUP WORK 



 Values define how the GMVLB makes decisions  

 Individual Work 

 Choose 3-5 values listed or your own addition and write a sentence for 
each describing how this value guides the GMVLB and helps the 
organization achieve its Vision and Mission. 

 

ACCESSIBILITY  • ACCOUNTABILITY  • ACHIEVEMENT  • C IVILITY  • COMMITMENT  

COMMUNICATION  • COMMUNITY  • COMPETENCE  • CONSISTENCY  

CONTINUOUS  IMPROVEMENT  • CREATIVITY  • D IVERSITY  • EFFICIENCY  • EMPOWERMENT  

ENGAGEMENT  • EQUITY  • ETHICAL  • EXCELLENCE  • FAIRNESS  • F ISCAL  RESPONSIBILITY  

FLEXIBILITY  • GROWTH  • HONESTY  • INNOVATION  • INSPIRING  • INTEGRITY  

LEADERSHIP  • OPTIMISM  • PARTNERSHIP  • QUALITY  • RESPECT  • RESPONSIBILITY  

SAFETY  • SUSTAINABILITY  • TEAMWORK  • TRANSPARENCY  

 

 Will collect handouts at the end 

VALUES 



 Goals, Strategic Priorities, Programs, & Services 

 3-5 goals clearly linked to Mission / how the organization fulfills the Mission 

 Priorities, Programs, & Services are more in-depth with more specificity 

 Each goal may have a few different objectives/strategies  

 Balance aspirational/forward-looking versus specific/tangible SMART Goals 
(Specific, Measureable, Attainable, Relevant, Time-Bound) 

 Other/Optional Components of Plan 

 Financials 

 Staffing/Work Flow 

 Self-assessment and evaluation 

 Ways to Stay Involved 

 Conversations Outside of this Meeting 

 Online Survey to be Completed 

 Follow up with Board Members and Staff 

 Serve on Strategic Planning Advisory Committee (to be established)  

 

 

NEXT STEPS 



 Stickers provided 

 Place next to strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats 
you feel most relevant  

DOT VOTING 



THANK YOU! 

Ryan B. Weitz 
Barton & Loguidice, D.P.C.  

rweitz@bartonandloguidice.com 



Greater Mohawk Valley Land Bank Strategic Planning 

Visioning Workshop SWOT Analysis 
September 23, 2017


Facilitated by: Ryan Weitz


Attendees: Kurt Ackerman, Christine Brown, Tolga Morawski, Bob Albrecht, Heidi Sourwine, 
Cabryn Gurdo, Jim Bintz, Emily Brockenbrough, Sebastian Choe, David Dardzinski, Jeff Leon, 
Andrew Salimian, Charlie Straney, Bob Wilson, and Judy Wolf


Strengths 
- Political experience and access to county legislators through board members.

- Novelty of a “new kind of system.”

- Ability to cross historic boundaries (broader regional view, able to present a broader vision)

- Vehicle for larger collaboration

- Ability to handle liabilities that municipalities may not be able to

- Knowledge sharing on strategies and projects between staff and partners 

- Different experience sets (private, non-profit, corporate, government, etc.)

- Funding is in place for start-up

- NY Land Bank Association is available for outreach and assistance

- GVMLB is the right size to interact successfully with banks and financial institutions

- Zombie Law via DFS

- Scope of LB registers with transplants and investment 

- Ability to gamer support through staff- Bob, Tolga, and Heidi’s talents

- Positivity in vision, optimism

- LB is able to address root causes, as opposed to symptoms

- Strength in numbers

- Passion

- Fits into existing conversations happening in our localities

- Diversity

- Interesting and challenging project

- Gets media attention and social media attention


Weaknesses 
- Turnover (staff and volunteers) makes building institutional knowledge difficult

- Not enough time to establish best practices and research 

- Bureaucracy and process of working for board of directors, local governments, NYS, etc. is 

unlike developing with private investment.  (It is a slow process.)

- Only as good as worthy partners/ local initiative (must have buy-in)

- Lack of intimacy with partners and participating communities

- Cannot keep up with requests for help and projects

- Information sharing (code violations, tax deadbeats, speculators, crime, fire, etc.)

- Familiarity with land banking is limited (hiring, etc.)

- Meetings (not enough hours in the day)

- Too many problems to solve all at once

- Limited funding

- Capacity and staff time

- Reliance on volunteers and in-kind help

- Limited access to private properties

- Prioritization of projects is difficult

- Lack of control over zoning and planning

- Vastness of catchment area

- Office space




Opportunities 
- Recognition that a coalition is needed

- Precedents of examples and learning from outside successes

- Supportive legislative bodies

- Information sharing

- External funding beyond government

- Marketing and publicity to rouse support (opportunity to raise awareness on what the land 

bank does)

- Technology (property management)

- Code enforcement has failed everywhere (opportunity to present alternatives and 

community-based solutions)

- Existing online resources to share and spread info (digital towpath)

- Exploit the zombie law and put pressure on blighted property owners

- Support municipal planning

- Incubator of pilot projects (due to size, develop best practices, a lab to share)

- Facilitating outside investment

- Preferred source list (contractors, etc.)

- Economy of size

- School boards and 5/50 resolutions

- Relationships with the real estate market

- Deconstruction (value of materials, resources)

- Workforce development and apprenticeships 

- Solidarity in community partnerships (not competition)

- Going beyond county lines 

- Refining tax action practices

- Spreading best practices

- Board and committees bringing stakeholders together

- Economic development district: industry focused and working in the same region as GMVLB 

(potential investment and support if we meet their goals of shared services)

- Work with banks on receiving properties

- Relieving local governments of pressures handling delinquent properties


Threats 
- Municipal politics and worthy partners relations

- Election turnover

- Public perception/lack of knowledge

- Public opinion of projects (managing expectations in communities to keep their interest)

- Natural hazards and resistance to green solutions

- Staff and volunteer burnout, dropout and changes

- Long-term funding

- Inconsistent property management among FGUs

- Coordination with an evolving structure

- Lack of collaboration

- Varying code enforcement (funding, judges)

- Defensible decision making

- Coordination/capacity of property development

- Grant restrictions

- Not-for-profit partner reliability and capacity

- Liability

- Scope creep

- Getting started and showing progress



GREATER MOHAWK VALLEY LAND BANK 
STRATEGIC PLAN STAKEHOLDER WORKSHOP 

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 2017, 9:00 A.M. TO 12:00 P.M. 

TRAVELODGE, 20 ALBANY STREET, LITTLE FALLS, NY 13365 

VALUES EXERCISE  

Choose 3–5 values listed below or your own addition and write a sentence for each describing 

how this value guides the GMVLB and helps the organization achieve its Vision and Mission. 

A c c e s s i b i l i t y  •  A c c o u n t a b i l i t y  •  A c h i e v e m e n t  •  C i v i l i t y  •  C o m m i t m e n t  

C o m m u n i c a t i o n  •  C o m m u n i t y  •  C o m p e t e n c e  •  C o n s i s t e n c y  

C o n t i n u o u s  I m p r o v e m e n t  •  C r e a t i v i t y  •  D i v e r s i t y  •  E f f i c i e n c y  •  E m p o w e r m e n t  

E n g a g e m e n t  •  E q u i t y  •  E t h i c a l  •  E x c e l l e n c e  •  F a i r n e s s  •  F i s c a l  R e s p o n s i b i l i t y  

F l e x i b i l i t y  •  G r o w t h  •  H o n e s t y  •  I n n o v a t i o n  •  I n s p i r i n g  •  I n t e g r i t y  

L e a d e r s h i p  •  O p t i m i s m  •  P a r t n e r s h i p  •  Q u a l i t y  •  R e s p e c t  •  R e s p o n s i b i l i t y  

S a f e t y  •  S u s t a i n a b i l i t y  •  T e a m w o r k  •  T r a n s p a r e n c y  

 

Value:  –  

  

Value:  –  

  

Value:  –  

  

Value:  –  

  

Value:  –  

  

Print Name:   



SWOT Analysis Worksheet

© Copyright Mind Tools Ltd, 2006-2015. 
Please feel free to copy this sheet for your own use and to share with friends, co-workers or team members, just as long as you do not change it in any way.

 • For instructions on using SWOT Analysis, visit www.mindtools.com/rs/SWOT.

Strengths
What do you do well?
What unique resources can you draw on?
What do others see as your strengths?

Weaknesses
What could you improve?
Where do you have fewer resources than others?
What are others likely to see as weaknesses?

Opportunities
What opportunities are open to you?
What trends could you take advantage of?
How can you turn your strengths into opportunities?

Threats
What threats could harm you?
What is your competition doing?
What threats do your weaknesses expose you to?

http://www.mindtools.com/
http://www.mindtools.com/rs/SWOT

